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Abstract—Assuming that the market interest rate follows the Vasicek model, this paper focuses on finding an optimal refinancing interest rate boundary where a proportional transaction fee is charged when the mortgage borrower decides to leverage on the refinancing strategy to lower his financial cost. An optimal refinancing premium is introduced by risk-neutral analysis, then is used to recursively determine the minimization of discounted payment streams of the mortgage contract. Intriguing properties of the optimal refinancing boundary are discovered with numerical simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Residential mortgage contract is one of the most-widely traded financial instruments in financial markets. Many existing work focuses on the value of residential mortgages with various analytical and numerical methods [1]-[6], and the default contingencies of mortgage-backed securities as in [7], for example. The importance of such studies to market participants as well as macro-economic policy makers has been well discussed and documented, where references in this regard can be found in [4], [8]-[9], for instance. While the topic of residential mortgages can be very general and broad, the goal of the current work is very specific: we aim to investigate how transaction cost will affect the optimal financial decision that the mortgage borrower can make when alternative borrowing rate is available in the market, provided that refinancing is allowed by the contract that the borrower currently holds. We admit that a direct approach to finding the borrower’s optimal decisions with refinancing choices taken into account is not easy and literature of such is scarce although studies on mortgages allowing contingent claims are ample in general. On the other hand, a Monte Carlo simulation based numerical scheme is introduced and successfully implemented in [10] and [11] to address the problem, where several interesting characteristics pertaining to the borrower’s optimal financial decisions are presented. In [10], the authors emphasized the difference between prepayment and refinancing and obtained a desirable refinancing time for mortgage borrowers to minimize the total payment by assuming that the market always provides an alternative interest rate, the process of which is specified by a stochastic model. However, a drawback of the work [10] and [11] is that it does not consider the effect of transaction costs. Such drawback makes the application of the algorithm in real market is rather limited. Thus our current work is an natural expansion of the recent theoretical and numerical results on mortgage borrower’s refinancing strategy under stochastic market interest environment presented in [10] and [11].

The current study considers matching the principal payment method in the financial market. In addition, we would like to emphasize the following three commonly adopted practices in mortgage industry. First, the debtor is allowed to refinance only once after the contract is signed before the expiry date. Under this assumption, the debtor should grasp the best opportunity of the lower enough interest rate to minimize the total payment. Second, if a rational debtor chooses to refinance, he is no longer responsible for the subsequent residuary interest upon refinancing and the new debt is the outstanding loan balance inherited from the old debt. This assumption is essential since otherwise the debtor will have no motivation to refinance. Third, for convenience, we assume that the debtor chooses to refinance at the beginning of a month, and pays at the end of a month. On the other hand, the market is probably not completely efficient and liquid in the sense that the debtor is often required to pay additional refinancing fee, so the impact of transaction fee is considered in this paper.

II. OUTLINE OF THE MODEL

Suppose the debtor borrows \( P_0 \) with monthly interest rate \( r_0 \) during the time period \([0,T]\) and repays \( m_t \) at the beginning of each month, where \( t \) denotes the \( t^{th} \) month. According to matching the principal repayment method, \( m_t \) equals to a certain portion of principal plus a decreasing value of interest.

\[
m_t = \frac{P_0}{n} + \left(1 - \frac{t-1}{n}\right) P_0 r_0
\]

where \( n \) is the total number of payment times.

The term \( \frac{P_0}{n} \) could be explained as a fixed portion of principal, and \( \left(1 - \frac{t-1}{n}\right) P_0 r_0 \) is an amount of decreasing interest due to the reduction of every month. At time \( k \), the debtor prefers to refinance the debt with another lender when a lower interest rate \( r_k \) is offered. On the \( k^{th} \) month, he owes
Again, due to the lower interest rate where small. Let beginning of the contract, the interest accounts for most of the amount of monthly payment is kept the same. In the transaction will last from time \( k \) to time \( T \). The total payment over time \([0,T]\) could be described as follows:

\[
P(T) = A_k + \sum_{i=0}^{n} m_i
\]

\[
= P_k(k-1)\left[r_n + \frac{k-2}{2n} r_0 \right] + P_k\left[1 + \left(n^* + 1\right)r_i \right]
\]

where \( n^* = n-k+1 \).

On the other hand, there is another method to repay loan is to matching the repayment of principal and interest. Assume the debtor borrows \( P_k \) with interest rate \( r_0 \) over time \([0,T]\) and the amount of monthly payment is kept the same. In the beginning of the contract, the interest accounts for most of payment due to a large amount of loan while principal is small. Let \( p(k) \) denote the amount of money owed at time \( t \) and \( m \) is the monthly payment.

The monthly payment \( m \) should be:

\[
m = \frac{P_k(r_0)\left[1+r_n\right]^n}{(1+r_0)^n-1}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of total repayment times.

At time \( k \), the debtor owes the \( p(k) \) to the previous bank. Again, due to the lower interest rate \( r_0 \), the debtor would borrow \( p(k) \) from another bank to repay the remaining debts \( P(k) \).

\[
P(k) = \frac{m}{r_0}\left[1-e^{(k-T-1)}\right] \text{ or } P(k) = \frac{m}{r_0}\left[1-(1+r_0)^{n-k-1}\right]
\]

From time \( k \) to time \( T \), the monthly payment should be \( m_2 \), where

\[
m_2 = \frac{P_k(r_0)\left[1+r_k\right]^{n+k+1}}{(1+r_k)^{n+k+1}-1}
\]

Throughout this paper we assume that the market interest rate follows the Vasicek spot interest rate process. This is to keep consistent and is a mathematical model describing the evolution of interest rate. The model specifies that the instantaneous interest rate follows the stochastic differential equation:

\[
dr_t = k(\theta - r_t)dt + \sigma dw_t
\]

where \( k \) is the reversion rate, \( \theta \) is the long-term mean interest rate and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation, all of which are positive constants. We let \( r_t \) denote the instantaneous spot rate at time \( t \), and \( w_t \) is the standard Brownian motion. The explicit solution to \( r_t \) from equation (3) is

\[
r_t = e^{-\theta t}r_0 + \theta (1-e^{-\theta t}) + \sigma \int_0^t e^{-\theta (t-s)}dW_s
\]

Both equation (3) and equation (4) can be used equivalently to describe the alternative mortgage rate that a loan borrower may choose from the open market. But the following Euler approximation to the equation (3) is used more frequently when simulation is concerned.

\[
\Delta r = k(\theta - r_t)\Delta t + \sigma \Delta W_t
\]

![Fig. 1. Example of Vasicek interest rate process](image)

**III. THE ALGORITHM AND RESULT**

We are looking for the optimal interest rate, for any time given, at which it is optimal to refinance. The optimal threshold is defined as the interest rate at which the likelihood to refinance in the interval \( P = [90.2\%, 90.4\%] \). Since the likelihood is computed in statistics, it is necessary to simulate a considerable many interest rate curves so as to converge to a relatively stable value considering the randomness of the Vasicek Model. The algorithm to accomplish this, as discussed in [10] and [11], are as follows:

**Part 1: Initial guess.**

The Binary Search Method is used to find the optimal interest rate.

Suppose that the optimal interest rates at the \( k \)th year \( (r_k) \) and the \( (k+1) \)th year \( (r_{k+1}) \) have been obtained.

Let \( F(x) \) denotes the probability to refinance when interest rate is \( x \). The probability is got by 50,000 times simulations.

**Step 1:** The upper bound: \( u = r_{k+1} \)

The lower bound: \( l = 2r_{k+1} - r_k \) (Let \( r_{k-1} < r_k < r_{k+1} < l \)).

**Step 2:** \( j = (u+l)/2 \).

If \( F(j) \) is located in the interval \( P \), then \( r_{k+2} = j \).

**Step 3:** Else if \( F(j) < 90.2 \)

Then the new upper bound \( u = j \)

Else if \( F(j) > 90.4 \)

Then the new lower bound \( l = j \).

Go back to the Step 2 until the value of \( j \) converges to the
optimal interest rate;

Step 4: Repeat the step 1-3 to obtain the optimal interest rate on specific date and get the boundary of the interest rate. To simplify the problem, we only consider the interest rate in each year.

Since F(j) is computed by simulation, the optimal interest rates obtained by part 1 are likely unstable and the boundary line is rough. Therefore, to modify and enhance the accuracy of each point is necessary.

Part 2: The Modified Scheme for Step 1 and 2

Step 1: Check whether the value of F(rk) is located in the interval P for continuously 3 times. If it does, the interest rate rk is considered as the eligible one, else go the next step;

Step 2: If F(rk)>90.4

Then rk= rk -0.001

Else if F(rk)<90.2

Then rk= rk +0.001.

Repeat the Step 1-2 to get a more accurate value of rk.

In this paper, we provide a modified method for obtaining optimal refinancing interest rate boundary $r^*$. Compared to [10] and [11], the method in this research has two advantages. One is the short computing time, and the other one is that we consider the risk-neutral instead of setting a probability interval. Under the same assumptions as the previous research, we design the following calculation method which is based on the Monte Carlo simulation. It should be noted that the boundary is computed by flowing backwards with time. Specifically, $k=0$ expresses the expiration date, while $k=T$ refers to the time when the contract is signed.

We first consider when $k=2$, which means the remaining time for the contract is 2 months. At $k=2$, the debtor will decide whether is rational to refinance or not. We can obtain the total payment of the last two months, denoted as $TP_k$ in two kinds of situation: ‘refinance’ or ‘do not refinance’. If the debtor chooses to refinance at $k=2$, the new interest rate for the last two months changes to $r_{k-1}$. If not, the debtor still has one chance at $k=1$, and the interest rate of the last month is based on the actual interest rate of the last month $r_{k-2}$ and the optimal interest rate value $r^*_k$. We choose the smaller one to compute the total payment of the last two months. And the procedure can be repeated for $k=1, 2, 3...240$. The formula of total payment can be expressed in general case:

$$TP_k = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{k}{n}P_0 + \frac{P_0 r_k}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{k} i & \quad j \geq 1 \\
\frac{k}{n}P_0 + \frac{P_0 r_k}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{k} i + \frac{P_0 r_j}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{j} i & \quad j = 0
\end{array} \right.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $j$ is the time where interest rate is the first time less than or equal to the optimal refinancing interest rate boundary from the $k-1$-th month to the last month. If the condition cannot be satisfied, $j$ equals to 0, and the original contract will continue until its expiration date.

We will explain the formula of these last $k$ months’ total payment when the debtor does not refinance. If the actual interest rate is firstly less than or equal to the optimal refinancing interest rate boundary, the debtor should refinance immediately. If the actual interest rate always greater than the optimal refinancing interest rate boundary, the debtor does not refinance in the overall process. Under the two kinds of situations, the optimal point can be obtained by making the two formulas of $TP_k$ be equal. We obtain the optimal interest rate at $k$.

Considering refinancing as a financial derivative instrument, we obtain its value, defined as $Q$, from the perspective of risk-neutral pricing as follows:

$$Q = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
P_0 + \frac{P_0 r_k}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{k} i & \quad j \geq 1 \\
0 & \quad j = 0
\end{array} \right.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

which implies

$$Q = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{j(j+1)}{12 \times 2 \times n} (r_k - r_j) & \quad j \geq 0 \\
0 & \quad j = 0
\end{array} \right.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

We include the transaction fee into our implementation and discussion. It is reasonable to let $Q$ be a transaction fee, which means the intrinsic value of the refinancing option is zero. By choosing $\alpha = Q / P_0$, we can obtain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Q / P_0$</th>
<th>0.0196</th>
<th>0.0196</th>
<th>0.0197</th>
<th>0.0197</th>
<th>0.0197</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0196</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: The Value of $Q$ Through 10 Times of Simulation When $R_0=0.05$

We provide a modified method for obtaining optimal refinancing interest rate boundary $r^*$. Compared to [10] and [11], the method in this research has two advantages. One is the short computing time, and the other one is that we consider the risk-neutral instead of setting a probability interval. Under the same assumptions as the previous research, we design the following calculation method which is based on the Monte Carlo simulation. It should be noted that the boundary is computed by flowing backwards with time. Specifically, $k=0$ expresses the expiration date, while $k=T$ refers to the time when the contract is signed.
\[
TP_k = \begin{cases} 
\frac{k}{n} P_{0} + P_{0} \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \frac{i}{n} - \alpha P_{0} & \text{yes} \\
\frac{k}{n} P_{0} + \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \frac{i}{n} P_{0} + \sum_{j=1}^{k} P_{0} - \alpha P_{0} & j \geq 1 \\
\frac{k}{n} P_{0} + \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \frac{i}{n} P_{0} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\] (9)

Then from equation (9), we obtain

\[
r_k = \begin{cases} 
\frac{r_0 \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \left(i + r_i \sum_{i=1}^{i} j \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} r_i} & j \geq 1 \\
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} i - k\alpha}{\sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} i} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

To compare, we use the traditional method, in which the transaction fee is computed as the percentage of the outstanding balance [1], say 2%.

\[
TP_k = \begin{cases} 
\frac{k}{n} P_{0} + P_{0} \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \frac{i}{n} + \alpha k P_{0} & \text{yes} \\
\frac{k}{n} P_{0} + \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \frac{i}{n} P_{0} + \sum_{j=1}^{k} P_{0} - \alpha j P_{0} & j \geq 1 \\
\frac{k}{n} P_{0} + \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \frac{i}{n} P_{0} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\] (10)

From equation (10), we obtain

\[
r_k = \begin{cases} 
\frac{r_0 \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} \left(i + r_i \sum_{i=1}^{i} j \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} r_i} & j \geq 1 \\
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} i - k\alpha}{\sum_{i=1}^{\frac{k}{n}} i} - \frac{2\alpha}{1+k} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

And the boundary conditions obtained from each method showed in the following Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The boundary conditions obtained from each method.

IV. CONCLUSION

The current work aims to address one of the main weaknesses seen in recently developed optimization methods for finding the mortgage borrower’s optimal refinancing strategy, namely, the Monte Carlo simulation based approaches contained in [10] and [11], where transaction cost is not considered. Interesting mathematical properties of the free boundary near expiry is discovered. Such property can provide useful hints for asymptotic properties of American put option as discussed in [7]. The risk neutral refinancing premium is introduced to mathematically calibrate the threshold rate at which refinancing is optimal when transaction cost is considered. Numerical results are provided to calibrate the optimal refinancing boundary.
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